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Rev. Miller leads
spiritual emphasis

Festival
coming
to Muncie

by Cindee Curtis
ECHO staff writer

by Linda Hilbert
ECHO feature writer
The Jesus Trip Festival, spon
sored by the Christian Student
Foundation of Ball State Uni
versity (BSU,) will be 6-12 p.m.,
Friday, Oct. 1, and 2-12 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 2.
The festival will feature Pat
Boone and family with The Im
perials, plus Vonda Kay Van Dyke
(Friday night only). Others ap
pearing will be Kit Fields, "E",
Maranatha, Randy Matthews and
His. In addition several rock
groups will be going all the time.
The festival site is the Keller
farm northwest of Muncie off
Bethel Pike at 350 West. Parking
will be available at the BSU
stadium parking lot and there
will be a free shuttle bus from
the stadium to the festival.
A bus will leave Friday at 5
p.m. from MCW, and a car and
a van will leave at 1 p.m. Satur
day from MCW. A fee of fifty
cents will be charged for this
transportation from Taylor.
The admission cost for the
festival is $3 per day or $5 for
both days. Tickets are now avail
able at the Student Activities Of
fice in the basement of MCW.
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Rev Donald Miller will be speaking for Spiritual Emphasis Week
beginning Sunday, Sept. 26, and continuing through Friday, Oct. 1.
Meetings will be held during the chapel hour and each evening at 7
p.m.

Spiritual Emphasis Week is
stressing all-campus participa
tion again this year. Rev. Donald
A. Miller, graduate of Taylor '41,
will be the guest speaker during
the week of Sept. 26 - Oct. 1 at
7 p.m.
"The Three Faces of Love —
Eros, Philia, and Agape" will be
the topic of the morning chapel
services during the week. Night
ly meetings will be in Maytag
and group and counseling sessions
will meet also as a part of the*1
week's activities.
President Milo Rediger who at
tended Taylor at the same time
as the Rev. Miller, remembers
him as "a very outgoing person."
Rev. Miller is also a graduate
of Nyack Missionary College and

Upland merchants plan
an old-fashioned event
by Rita Olson
ECHO feature writer
It has been resolved by the
Board of Trustees of the Town of

Pastor Manders, Portrayed by Cornelius House, assistant professor
of German, reprimands Mrs. Alving, portrayed by Miss Joan Neuroth,
MCW head resident advisor, in GHOSTS by Henrik Ibsen. Pointing
out the blessings of doing one's duty, the elderly pastor tells her that
she should not have run away from her husband. The play, GHOSTS,
will be produced in Reader's Theater style tomorrow at 8:15 p.m.
ECHO photo courtesy of Speech and Drama Department.

Upland, that Sept. 25 will be
designated and proclaimed as
"Upland Day." This day will be
an old fashioned day for the Up,land merchants.
According to John Adamson,
chairman of Old Fashioned Up
land Day committee, "The origin
al plan behind this celebration
was to gain cooperation and a
feeling of harmony among three
factions: the community as a
people, the businesses in the com
munity, and the people from out
side areas."
The town merchants think that
"Upland Day" is a good idea.
They are planning a gala occasion
in the town consisting of a dis
play of arts and crafts, exhibits
of various kinds, outdoor and in
door markets and various pro
ceedings for the sale of merchan
dise and products of extraordi
nary nature.
LeRoy Moore, manager of
Foodland says, "The girls will
wear old-fashioned long skirts
and there will be stands outside
the store."
The people of the community
feel that Upland has a promising
future. Moore comments, "I
think we have a real bright fu
ture, or I wouldn't be expanding."
Hugh Freese, a member of the
family which has operated the
Freese Print Shop in Upland for
the past 47 years claims, "We
have a good future because of
the progressive minded people of
the community."
Freese sites that the community

has many good things going for
it: "the college, good water,
roads, gas, electricity and good
sewage disposal."
"The public is beginning to
move and that's what it takes.
The town is a lot better off than
it was 12 years ago, although I
don't look for it to be like in the
gas boom days at the turn of the
century," says Eugene Robbins
from the Upland Trading Cen
ter.
Wilbert Lightle, a friend to
many Taylor students states,
"People have to live somewhere,
and Upland is better than most
places, although I'm a little
biased."
Lightle's Store is going out of
business, not because of a lack
of business, but because Lightle's
trailer court is expanding so fast
that it demands all of his time.
Downtown Upland has been
undergoing a "face lifting." Sever
al business' fronts have been
given a new coat of paint. One
old building is being remodeled
and will house the corporate of
fices of Avis Industrial Corp. The
people are beginning to feel more
pride for their community.
"Upland Day" will bring the
people to town and acquaint them
with the products of the com
munity. There will be a bake sale,
flea market, antique sale, farm
ers market, and a bazaar. It is a
first-time adventure and the
Chamber of Commerce will see
how it goes. If all goes well, it
may become an annual event.

attended Winona Lake School of
Theology.
While attending Taylor he
worked three years on the Echo
staff, becoming Editor-in-Chief
during his senior year. He earned
a letter "T" in the athletic de
partment.
Ordained as a minister in the
Christian and Missionary Alli
ance Church, Rev. Miller served
churches in Massachusetts and
New York State. In Syracuse,
N.Y., he pastored a church for 12
years. There he was involved in
a radio ministry reaching most of
central New York State. For the
last four years Rev. Miller has
been a pastor of Hope Congrega
tional Church in St. Louis, Mo.
In his earlier years, he was
actively associated with Youth
for Christ ministries and InterVarsity, both in conference and
campus work.
Spiritual emphasis weeks and
retreats at a number of evangelic
al colleges have been a part of
Rev. Miller's ministry. Some of
these colleges include: Bethel
College, Messiah College, Toccoa
Falls Bible College, Nyack Mis
sionary College, and Houghton
College.

Seminar
features
botanist
by Sharon Tucker
ECHO staff writer
Dr. Edward G. Voss, professor
of botany and curator in vascular
plants at the University of Mich
igan herbarium, will be the guest
at the third session of the Science
Seminar Series. He will be speak
ing and showing slides on the
"Influences of the Great Lakes on
Plants of the Land."
Dr. Voss received his B.A. de
gree from Denison University,
and earned both his M.A. and
Ph.D. from the University of
Michigan. His special interests
are the flora of the Great Lakes
region and its distribution pat
terns. Since 1962, he has been
editor of The Michigan Botanist
(Journal of the Michigan Botani
cal Club.)
In addition, Dr. Voss has been
active in the Michigan Natural
Areas Council, and is secretary of
the Editorial Committee for the
International Code of Botanical
Nomenclature.
The seminar will be held on
Monday, Sept. 27, at 4 p.m. in
SL-103.
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by the editorial board. All unsigned editorials are
the official expression of the ECHO. Opinions ex
pressed as ECHO editorial policy are the re
sponsibility of the editor and the editorial board.

and do not express the official opinion of Taylor
University. Signed columns, letters to the editor,
and other signed materials represent only the
individual opinions of their authors.

A campus ecology problem
One of the most important movements in
our nation today is that of attempting to pre
serve our environment before man virtually
destroys it. Cries can be heard from hundreds
of organizations demanding the elimination of
air and water pollution.
Others demand more careful use of our
natural resources or better conservation of
natural areas for their aesthetic value. Such
great concern by the populus has brought a
tremendous response in all levels of govern
ment through the passage of many anti-pollu
tion regulations.
Taylor students, too, are interested in
ecology. For instance, often girls from MCW
can be heard discussing conservation prob
lems as they stroll along the well-beaten path
in the grass on their way to the Liberal Arts
Building.
Other students leave the library seriously
contemplating a newspaper article on the pres
ervation of our natural resources as they take
a shortcut on the worn dirt path from the
library to LA.
Unfortunately, many Taylor students do
not take our ecological problem personally.
Few realize that the solution to our problems
must begin with "grassroots conservation," a

favorite term used by Dr. Harold Snyder, as
sociate professor of biology and instructor of
conservation at Taylor. "Grassroots conserva
tion" means to take action against practices
which are contrary to conservation in the area
in which we are living.
Few students, however, see cutting across
the grass as an ecological problem, and per
haps it is not a problem of great import. But
by taking these shortcuts students are creating
very unattractive paths and in doing so, are
infringing upon the rights of other students—
the right to enjoy a campus unmarred by the
destruction of human footfalls.
In the past the conservation class has
placed signs at the ends of these ugly paths
to try to discourage students from walking on
the grass. Not only did students disregard
these reminders, but they finally destroyed
them completely. This type of action only
showed students' lack of responsibility to them
selves, to their fellow students and to their
environment.
Soon new signs will be appearing in front
of these unnecessary shortcuts.
If you disagree with the conservationists'
point of view, lobby for sidewalks! (on the
pavement, not the grass.)

Busing only second best
School bells, marking the opening of another
academic year, were accompanied this fall by
the roar of buses as school corporations suc
cumbed to the Supreme Court busing order.
More than buses roared, however, as irate
parents in various parts of the country noisily,
and at times maliciously, expressed their op
position to busing programs. Their concern is
understandable though their actions not al
ways commendable.
Most people will agree that all Americans
should be offered equal educational opportuni
ties. The problem arises when one realizes that
because of the economic base of some com
munities many students are not receiving the
same opportunities for learning.
This must be alleviated but busing students
is not the best solution. Funds for the purchase
of additional buses, for salaries of drivers and
for fuel and maintenance of the buses could
be put to better use in improving the condi
tions of inner city schools, in providing more

equipment, a more conducive learning environ
ment and higher salaries to draw better quali
fied teachers.
The education of our young people should be
foremost in our thoughts, not whether there is a
given number of blacks or whites in a class
room. Integration is a problem that must be
solved by adults. It is our responsibility as
adults to destroy the prejudice that creates our
housing patterns and results in "black" schools
or "white" schools.
Not until Americans can accept people, re
gardless of race, into their communities and
the racial and ethnic communities disappear
althogether, can integration become a reality.
Until then we should not use our school children
as pawns. We should not ask them to endure
the inconvenience of being bused out of their
home community when the problem of desegre
gation rests on the shoulders of adults.
Editor's note: Scott Shively, dissenting member.

like Mavtaa movies: mv ears read lips."
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What's in a name?
I

by Bob Whitehead
ECHO columnist
What's in a name? Much more
than most anyone realizes, since
entire tomes have been devoted
to the study of the meaning and
evolution of proper names.
Since a thorough consideration
of the contents of these volumes
is seldom taken up seriously, a
few basic facts concerning the
history of names should be en
lightening for those who are ap
pellative novitiates.
To begin with, let us consider
.surnames, the familiar portion of
one's verbal designation. This
hereditary portion can usually be
traced, through employing a few
simple rules, to various nationali
ties. For instance, Swedish names
usually end in -son, -sen, or -strom.
Hebrew names often have -stein
at the end, while Polish names
are invariably followed with -ski
or -sky and a punch line.

WITHOUT DISSIMULATION

'Ghosts' presents contemporary issue
by Jim Oosting
ECHO columnist
Ghosts, Henrik Ibsen's tragedy,
will be performed on mainstage
in Shreiner tomorrow evening.
Though translated from the orig
inal Norwegian and far removed
from the initial cultural context,
the drama speaks in clear tones
to our contemporary society.
An overview of Ibsen is not
easily stated. Surely his consist
ent popularity for more than a
century indicates that his works
have attained a classical status
Considered by most literary crit
ics to be the father of modern
drama, Ibsen writes realistically
of spiritual and psychological
conflict.
His characters are intensely
human, full of both the joy of
life and the sorrow of unfulfilled
hopes. The premises upon which
he wrote still carry overtones of
the radicalism they represented
in the 19th century.

Ghosts (1881) is one of several
Ibsen plays dealing with broken
relationships. It can best be un
derstood juxtoposed with its im
mediate predecessor, A Doll's
House (1879). This play shows a
woman ((Nora) breaking out of
her traditional mold in a frus
trated attempt to find freedom
and self-identity. An overwhelm
ing revival of Nora's story has
been witnessed in the past few
years as a statement of the wom
en's liberation movement.
Having dealt with the family
from Nora's perspective in A
Doll's House, Ibsen now treats
the same institution in Ghosts
but from quite a different per
spective. In the latter, Mrs. Alving nobly endeavors to "make
things work." However, because
of her own inability to face life
honestly, she must see her hopes
toppled.
Having thus briefly considered
the philosophical context of the

writing of Ghosts, a word should
be said about its literary value
and style. Ibsen not only treated
radical themes but he wrote in
a radically innovative style.
The conflict is waged on sev
eral fronts. There is first a con
flict between the mores of socie
ty and the intuition of man. Pas
tor Manders, representing socie
ty's point of view, condemns the
artistic life of Oswald while Mrs.
Alving is caught between the
two positions.
Second, there is tension be
tween altruistic and egotistic mo
tivation. This is particularly viv
id in Mrs. Alving's rejection of
her maternal instincts. Having
shown great fortitude of charac
ter in "single-handedly" trying
to salvage her family, she balks
at her greatest opportunity for
an authentic relationship with
her son. Overcome by the cow
ardice of insecurity, Mrs. Alving
herself crushes her life-long

dream.
Ibsen's characters, though big
ger than life, articulate well hu
man frailty
and sensitivity.
Nothing is unauthentic about the
motivation, dialogue or conflict.
Matching his genius for real
istic portrayal of life is Ibsen's
innate sense of dramatic rhythm
and pacing. From the onset of
the play there is an aura of trag
ic inevitability which merciless
ly drives the characters to their
appointed doom. There are no
loose "threads" nor wasted words.
Every line and activity is integ
rally related to the whole with
multiple shades of meaning.
Ghosts could hardly be consid
ered a "treat" to see or read.
Rather, it confronts one with the
awesome reality of human weak
ness and its consequences. The
cathartic relief, though needful
ly painful like any purging, is
well worth the discomfort.

Another fact of cognomens is
this—once upon a time these
names were employed to describe
a personal or a clannish charac
teristic. Instances of such deriva
tion are solid English names such
as Armstrong,
Fisher, a n d
Featherstone. The first was un
doubtedly applied to a man of
physical prowess, the second to
a clan of seafarers, and the third
to a fifth century A.D. hippy.
The Christian name, or first
name, is also very interesting in
that it oftens holds a meaning
unknown to its bearer or his as
sociates. For example, who would
ever dream that Milo designates
a celebrated athlete of antiquity.
Or Basil—who would imagine
that this given name means king
ly, and has a Hebrew equivalent
in the name Adoneeyaw.
A more universal example
would be Richard, which once
meant harsh king. Remember
Kent State? Spiro, another com
mon household word, means in
Greek "the breath of the Gods."
One sometimes finds himself
wondering if Zeus ever suffers
from halitosis.
In order to avoid unpleasant
continued on p. 3
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Educator outlines the future
for undergraduate education
by Alda Knight
ECHO associate editor

"Lower Division Students—an
Unmet Challenge" was the title
of Dr. Lewis Mayhew's lecture
to Taylor faculty members Thurs
day, Sept. 16.
Dr. Mayhew told faculty that
students are often disillusioned
after the first few weeks of their
college experience. They expect
college to be significantly differ
ent from high school—more rele
vant, more stimulating and lifeexpanding.
Instead they are faced with
general education courses that

do not offer these stimulating ex
periences and do not relate to
their chosen major area of inter
est. In larger institutions they
are taught by teacher assistants.
As a result of these factors stu
dents lose their motivational
force.
"Young students need constant
feed-back," Dr. Mayhew also told
the faculty, "whereas they usual
ly receive it twice each term in
the form of midterm and final
exams."
He recognized that constant
feedback opportunities require
extra time for the professor. Yet

he insisted that they are needed
and appreciated by the students.
Dr. Mayhew explained that college freshmen are continually
subjected to a kind of "press."
The press of the environment
and student group or a vocation
al press. He believes that stu
dents need at least one faculty
member with whom they can
have a personal and enriching
relationship. This helps them
adjust to the college situation.

Alda Knight ENG-72 asked Dr. Mayhew's opinion of student
Mayhew, "Do you see the small evaluation.
"It can be powerful in helping
er colleges as being viable five to
faculty to improve in self-inspec
ten years from now?"
"I have hopes that they might tion," Dr. Mayhew replied. He
pointed out that course evalua
.be," Dr. Mayhew responded.
He explained that there has tions are very reliable if the
been a shift from education in form is well-developed. Neither
the private sector to the public course ease, grade assigned nor
sector. Public capacity for stu grade expected make much dif
dents has increased markedly ference in the evaluation of the
professor.
over the last six years.
Roberts also asked Dr. Mayhew
In addition. Dr. Mayhew said,
"Smaller schools have had to in about pass-fail grading. He ex
crease costs much more rapidly plained that many students al
than inflation and have priced ready prefer letter or number
themselves out of the market grading. Once students try passfail they find that a "P" is a
they originally served."
Only if the federal and state mediocre description of their
governments provide reasonable work which takes no account of
support in the form of scholar its quality.
Roberts asked Dr. Mayhew
ships, grants or contracts for
services (a monetary sum for about the feasibility of examina Dr. Lewis Mayhew, spokesman in higher education, suggests some
of his ideas for American educational systems while Dr. Zimmerman,
each B.A. degree given) can the tion for college credit.
vice president of academic affairs, looks on. Dr. Mayhew shared
In response Dr. Mayhew corn- opinions with faculty and interested students in a speech and press
small private institutions con
tinue to operate effectively.
conference last week. ECHO photo by Bob Bowers.
continued on 4
Kermit Welty PE-72 asked if a
change toward undergraduate
teaching is coming about as a re
sult of redirected interests or
methods.

'Tension day'

In response Dr. Mayhew noted,
"Just in the last 12 to 18 months,

I have detected a substantial dif
ference in attitudes. Faculty
members are really quite inter
ested in teaching the undergrad
uate, where before their attitudes
were 'let me do my own re
search.' The more I see of this
the more optimistic I become."
In many eases, this attitude
change has been forced according
to Dr. Mayhew. The chancellor
of a university simply announces
it as university policy.

Grading unfair to students
ment of a child overlap. "Since
the children perform according to
"Report card day is tension physical maturation and at vari
day." Until recently, this has been ous rates, the burden of letter
an inevitable fact of elementary grades is very difficult for chil
dren of that age."
education.
by Kathy Bogue
ECHO feature editor

In another example of the un
Educators have begun, however,
to question the value of the A, B, fairness of the letter grade, Mrs.

C, D, and F grading system. The
student under this plan often
learns enough to achieve the de
sired grade and then promptly
The rationing that has been forgets what he has "learned."
Elementary schools in Colum
used in admissions offices was
The course structure itself is
questioned by Jerry Garrett BIO- bus, Ind. have dropped the tradi
a basis of many problems and in
75. Dr. Mayhew recalled the var- tional grading system in favor
adequacies according to Dr. May
'ious rationing systems that have of a more open, individual form
hew. Many college courses are
been used over the years: first, of student evaluation. Mrs. Mild
created on the basis of what in
money was used—if you could red Ballou, head of the depart
terests the professors. Professors
afford it you were accepted. Sec ment of elementary education,
too often limit themselves to a
ond, academic aptitude was states that the purpose of grad
few teaching techniques or they
adopted as the criteria. This con ing is not to produce tension, but
attempt to pattern undergradu
sisted of how well you scored on "to assess where the child is and
ate classes after their own grad
the SAT. The "open admissions" then take steps to lead him be
uate experience.
policy which operates on the yond to greater achievement. "
In a later student press confer
In conjunction with tbe new
first come, first serve basis has
ence, Dr. Mayhew enlarged upon
system will be a series of parentrecently been tried.
some specific education problems
Dr. Mayhew pointed out that teacher conferences. According to
and posed his view of educational
some form of rationing will have Mrs. Ballou, "It is important for
institutions in the future.
to be used throughout the decade. parents to have as complete and
In the 1980's he feels that there honest an evaluation of a child's
will be more colleges to accom progress as a teacher knows how
modate students, and a lower to make.
Mrs. Ballou speaks of the un
birth rate group will lessen the
number of students seeking col fairness of letter grades. From
kindergarten to third grade, the
lege entrance.
Bill Roberts SOC-74 asked Dr. physical and intellectual develop
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Ballou speaks of the "handicap."
Handicaps are figured in bowling
or golf, but the child in pursuit
of knowledge has no handicap.
The child with the experience and
ability to do well in school is
graded on the same scale as the
child without this experience and
ability. This inequity leads to
competition for grades and the

"success-failure syndrome." Earn
ing a grade becomes more impor
tant than learning.
Mrs. Ballou goes on to say that
the traditional grading system

discourages students from "dis
covering how exciting school can
and ought to be." Most children
do not need the motivation of
grades to achieve anyway.
In the last 30 years there has
been a trend away from grades
in elementary schools. Denver,
Colo., Minneapolis, Minn., Los
Angeles, Calif., and Des Moines,
Iowa, have successfully replaced
the A, B, C, D, and F system with
parent-teacher conferences.

What's in a
continued from p. 2

columnistic chauvinsim, let us
focus our attention also on the
given names of females. These
appellations also hold hidden
meaning—Vida can be interpreted
as both beloved and full of life.
Another name containing a dual
definition is Wanda which can
be interpreted as both shepherd
ess and wanderer.
Grace, another title of Latin
derivation, means simply grace,

and has the parallel pet usage of
Gracie. Martha, a name of nation
al significance, is defined as "be
coming bitter." Not bad, eh,
Senator Fullbright?
The evolutionary use of given

:LASSIFIED
NEEDED: Electric base and
lead guitar player. For further

information, call Steve Ray
mond, ext. 207, or Vickie Mc
Cormick, ext. 270.

LOST AND FOUND
LOST: Concepts of Chemis
try, (Inorganic). Left in the

Science Building Friday, Sept.
17. Please return to East Hall
desk. Jan Palacino.

names is also an interesting topic,
as evidenced in the Christian
name, Harold. This word, mean
ing warrior, was very big in the
10th and 11th centuries. Then sud
denly it lost its popularity for
several hundred years, only to be
revived again in the 19th century.
It is losing popularity again.
On a more contemporary and
national plane, the art of naming
has undergone tremendous change
in the last thirty years. Christen
ing and it's lifelong significance
was once taken highly seriously,
but now many parents are ap
proaching this duty with a much
lighter viewpoint.
An example is William Lear, a
wealthy industrialist who named
his eldest daughter Crystal
Chanda. Spencer Hare, a Broad
way publicist also shook staid
minds a bit when he named his
first daughter Hedda. He intends
to name his next daughter Lotta,
and has been considering Noah
for a potential son.
This is a far cry from 1924
when a national poll showed that
the most popular female names
were Phyllis, Grace, Elsie, Bar
bara, Patience, Prudence, Jane,
Susan, Priscilla, and, believe it
or not, Matilda.
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Goralski reveals opinions
during private conference
by Kathi Kiel
ECHO associate editor

Robert Goralski, NBC News Correspondent, relaxes during an in
formal press conference with the ECHO staff. Goralski expressed
views on a wide range of current news topics during this session.
ECHO photo by Bob Bowers.

Educator. . .
continued from 3
mented, "Faculty members will of gradual movement away from
always oppose this. They invar traditionally conservative evan
iably feel that 'the only way to gelical regulations on campus
learn something is to sit at my since his last visit 15 years ago.
"It is my own feeling that this
knee'. I believe that the time is
more right now than any other is all for the good. In the past,
time in history." He pointed out colleges have been over-protec
that nationally normed tests are tive. The more freedom and more
being developed for every kind responsibility, the more healthy
of general educational require the educational situation."
ment.
Improvement in a college pro
gram requires much planning Dr.
Mayhew insisted. We are forced
to cope with the problem of find
ing time to devote to such ef
If you have a legitimate question
fort.
or
complaint concerning a cam
The extent to which colleges
fail to observe good management, pus problem, write the Echo ac
he added, is the extent to which tion reporter, box 459. He will
endeavor to correct or explain the
they will be ineffective.
situation.
In regard to Taylor specifical
ly, Dr. Mayhew noted a feeling

ACTION

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
Sept. 25
Football: Indiana Central — T
2 p.m.
Reader's Theatre: Ghosts — 8:15
p.m.
Sept. 26 - Oct. 1
Spiritual Emphasis Week: 10 a.m.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday. 7
p.m. Sunday through Friday.

Robert Goralski, NBC Washing
ton
news correspondent,
ex
pressed his opinion about a va
riety of subjects in a press con
ference on campus Wednesday,
Sept. 15.
He emphasized the lack of in
terest of the American people in
world and national news. After
quoting the fact that 55 per cent
of the American citizens rely on
a 22-minute news coverage on
television each night, he added
that the average news show
would not even cover page one
of a newspaper.
Goralski stated other opinions
on the news industry. News must
be honest and reflect what is hap
pening; it therefore cannot be
chosen for its consequences. "This
selectivity gives a subjectivity
you are not allowed to have.
Truth is what is important."
He would also like to see more
documentaries done on television
on important, controversial top
ics. He realizes that these would
not get a majority of the viewing
public, but they are vital issues.
After having covered the Calley trial for NBC and working a
regular beat at the Pentagon,
Goralski had several comments to
make on the military. "Calley was
guilty," he said, "and I was
shocked and appalled by the re
actions of the American people to
the verdict. A fact that seems to
have been forgotten is that you
do not kill prisoners of war, es
pecially not civilians."
Goralski believes that we do
need a military force, but a re
duced size would make it more
effective. He praises military
units such as the 82nd Airborne
and the Green Berets, and criti
cizes the "one-response" theory
of warfare.
"The bomb shouldn't be our on
ly option. There are other ways
to cope with crises than rattling
nuclear sabers."
Goralski also had comments to
make about the Pentagon Papers.
As a journalist, he was happy to
have the information published,
but does not believe that a man
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about politics in the United
States. "Issues will be important
depending on how people handle
the election. It is unfortunate,"
he concluded, "that to be presi
dent, one must look good on tele
vision."
Goralski closed with the sad
dest thing he has found in the
American news coverage and the
public. The morning after Presi
dent Kennedy was shot, NBC was
flooded with calls from irate
mothers because the cartoons
were not being broadcast.

Dr. Leighton Ford, Evangelist, is continuing meetings at the Marion
Coliseum tonight, tomorrow and Sunday. Tonight, he is speaking on
"Love is just a Five Letter Word." Tomorrow is the final youth night,
during which John Fischer will be singing and Dr. Ford will be
delivering a speech entitled "You Bet your Life." "America's Great
est Crisis" is the title of the sermon for Sunday, Sept. 26, the closing
service of the crusade.

CLASSIFIEDS
DETERMINE COST

640 KC

has the right to leak government
information to the public if he is
unhappy.
Rather, he hopes that the re
sult of this incident will be an
opening process in which more
information will be de-classified
and voluntarily made available.
"A few years ago," Goralski said,
"how many pounds of peanut
butter the army used was classi
fied information. And the ar
chives of World War II are still
being kept closed."
Finally Goralski talked a little
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Prisoners revolt
for reform need
by Judi Petersen
ECHO commentary writer

Attica prison was the scene of
a 15-minute blood bath last week
that took the lives of nine prison
employees, 28 prisoners and by
the week-end had reached a death
toll of 40.
Several changes had all ready
been promised the prisoners by
Commissioner Oswald. These in
cluded a $3,500,000 Federal grant
for
prison-personnel
training,
week-end furloughs, a stepped-up
work-release program, and es
tablishment of four halfway
houses. The rebellion still came.
There are two sides to the ques
tion of why the riot occurred.

Leaders of the Civil Rights move
ment feel the episode came
about as a direct need for reform
in the area of human dignity and
equality. Governor Nelson Rocke
feller, however, feels the riots
were caused by revolutionaries
using their militant tactics to
overthrow the social order.
The recent prison disorders are
nothing new. Lately they have
been increasing in number and
violence and are, therefore, re
ceiving more public attention than
ever before. Commissions have
examined these institutions and
have found that instead of being
corrective in nature they tend to
be institutions of higher criminal
learning.
In the past and in some cases
even in the present, prisoners'
complaints of inhumane treat
ments could not be heard in court.
Many states even sanctioned such
abuse of their prisoners.
Ronald L. Goldfarb has stated,

"Common to all prison riots are
demands for decent conditions
and civil treatment."

Prison reforms are taking place,
but the pace is terribly slow.
Actually, the prison population is
growing and changing more
rapidly than the changes in pri
son conditions.
Don Erickson, president of the
American Association of Wardens
and Superintendents, states that
another reason for prison disturb
ances is a new type of inmate.
The old con was resigned to his
fate, because he felt he had it
coming to him. The new prisoners
are young and hostile. They are
anxious to get out, because they
feel the laws are wrong, not their
conduct.
The cells of the prison are
filled up with prisoners of poli

tical crimes, such as drug abuse
or draft evasion. The prison,
thereby, becomes a center for
revolution.
The prisoners de
manded human dignity. There
was only one way to achieve their
goal. As one black prisoner put
it as he grabbed a microphone:
"To oppressed people all over
the world. We got the solution.
The solution is unity."
There were also white radical
leaders in the Attica riot. Sam
uel J. Melville, 35, responsible
for at least eight bombings in
New York City, was killed in the
spray of bullets that ended the
terror. He had written a news
letter while at Attica entitled
"The Iced Pig."
William Adams, Washington
state's director of prisoner edu
cation, says, "We'll see more vi
olence, unless we see drastic
changes in our prisons. Prisoner
rights are important, but they
will do little good until we
change the conditions of society
that produce crime."
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San Quentin casualty result
of built-in violence factor
by Cindy Sprunger
ECHO commentary writer

We get a high concentration of
people who've been in the viol
ence bag. Ninety-one per cent of
our people have been through the
mill, either at another prison or
a juvenile institution."

Violence was sparked off in
San Quentin State Prison last
March when a 24 year old black
inmate, Wayne Early was stabbed
Not only is there the built-in
by a Chicano while returning to
violence factor, but there is an
his cell.
In the three weeks that fol almost palpable atmosphere of
lowed, 17 men were stabbed with failure in the nature of San Quen
prison-made knives or otherwise tin State prison, as in others.
assaulted, two of them suffering The prisoners are, by definition,
criminals who have failed. Many
fatal wounds.
Although violence itself is not are also failures at living a
so unusual in a state prison such straight life as well. James Park,
as this, the circumstances of the San Quentin's associate warden
outbreak and evidences of a new for administration, feels that 95
ly emerging pattern of violence per cent of the prisoners want to
led naturally to careful considera make it on the outside, and for
tion of present day prison en a while after they get out, they're
content with a lunch bucket route.
vironments.
"Then ... the guy gets tired of
During the time of violence and
tension that month, the whole carrying the lunch bucket and
prison community found itself begins to think about getting a
reduced to its lowest element: gun and ripping off a liquor
built-in violence. Says one of the store." He attributed part of
prison officials, "You know they thesfe failures to immaturity.
Even the free people in the pridon't put Eagle Scouts in prison.

"Universities of crime

Reform must center on prison system

by Kenneth Oman
ECHO commentary writer

Soledad and Attica are just the
latest in a long line of challenges
to the American penal system. In
question is, not ohly the nature
of prison conditions, but also the
very concept of American cor
rectional theory and practice.
At the center of the contro
versy is the prison. To many, this

$1 billion a year business is a
total failure. They point to the
rising rate of crime and the high
recidivism rates as proof that pri
sons are not successful as crime
deferents.
Historically, except in political
cases, punishment was direct, in
tense, and immediate. In Colonial
America, capital punishment was
prescribed for a wide range of
crimes. Criminals who were not
killed were dunked, whipped, or
put in stocks, and then released
again into society. At this time,
prisons held people only tempo
rarily—until their trial or punish
ment.
In 1790, the Quakers of Penn
sylvania pressed for a more hu

mane alternative to capital pun

ishment. Their suggestion: give
the criminals a Bible and put
them in solitary confinement. In
this setting, the Quakers theor
ized, the prisoners would be led
to penitence and reform.
Before long the country was
dotted with such corrective facili
ties. During the first century of
their existence, prisons were ex
pected to have both a punitive
and deferent function. Toward the
late 1860's, a third purpose was
created—that of reforming or re
habilitating the prisoner.

and problems of the prison re
main great. Most fundamentally
at question is their success. To
President Nixon, the prisons have
become "universities of crime."
Judges and other sentencing
authorities have begun to realize
that prisons are not always ef
fective and thus are increasingly
prescribing other sentences. Re
flecting this approach, state pri
son populations have been de
clining steadily since 1961.

Two significant alternatives to
imprisonment appeared l a t e r .

legislative reports, and hundreds
of books and articles have plead
ed for reform. A common con
cern of the many reports is the
Clearly, the U S. penal system
function of the prisons. Many ex
perts suggest that instead of re is in need of fundamental re
forming criminals, the prisons form. At the center of that need
reinforce their anti-social ten is the prison. Smaller, more care
fully administered facilities may
dencies.
Sociological studies have be part of the answer. Certainly
shown that prisoners tend to de ways must be found to prevent
velop a set of attitudes and ideas the development of the prisoner
that retard rehabilitative ef mentality and the evolution of
forts. Given their rejection by the prison sub-culture.
The future of our system of
society for their crime, the crimi
nals have the choice of either ac justice may well depend on our
cepting their imprisonment as ability to rid ourselves of these
just retribution or of protecting "universities of crime."

Parole, introduced from Ireland
in 1876, allowed the supervised
release of prisoners for the final
portion of their sentence. Proba
tion, authorized by the Massa
chusetts legislature in 1878, per
mitted judges to release certain
felons into the society under the
supervision of a court officer.
Both of these alternatives, now
widely accepted, have affected a
significant reduction in prison
population. Two-thirds of all U.S.
criminals are on probation or
parole.
Nevertheless, the populations
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In recent years, four presi
dential commissions, scores of

their ego by questioning society's
judgment. The choice of the lat
ter is often made and the result
is what one ex-warden termed,
"a rejection of the rejectors."
Such views are coupled with
what Professor Ralph England,
Jr. of the University of Rhode Is
land terms, "rationalizations for
renewed criminality." Notorious
criminals are admired, actual
techniques for law-breaking are
shared and society is scorned.
This prison sub-culture not only
frustrates the rehabilitative pro
cess, but also fosters the type of
prison revolt seen in recent
months.

sons, the guards and civilian em

ployees, aren't numbered with the
overachievers of the world. Many
have failed once already in an out
side career.
Thus, a prison is truly a "walled
ghetto of a special sort in which
the administrators, the guards,
the civilian employees, and pri
soners are all locked together in
a conspiracy of failure that
guarantees that nothing done in
a prison is going to be done very
well.
This rage and frustration event
ually manifests itself in violent
release.
Race has always figured signi
ficantly in clashes between pri

soners. Yet in recent years, there
has developed a strange structure
of racial politics, due perhaps to
the influence of outside dissident
and militant groups. Among the
groups that gather, each in their
own places in the Big Yard at San
Quentin, are the Nazis, the bikeriders (motorcyclists), the Okies,
the Black Panthers, the Black
Nationalists, and the American
Indians.
Several years ago a group of
militant prisoners staged a big
showdown in the Yard but were
calmed by officials after realiz
ing they weren't going to get any
support. Lately, however violence
has taken the form of guerilla
warfare tactics. Victims are hit
in the education buildings, the
mess hall, and the showers by
small groups.
The population of prisoners in
state institutions has been de

clining in recent years due to the
greater number of offenders re
leased by (he courts on probation.
The decreased population that
has continued has become more
hostile, more disturbed, more
racist, and more militant.
Most of these men are re
peaters, and usually are guilty of
the most serious felonies. Also,
the new probation practices have
reduced the number of borderline
criminal cases or accidental con
victions which previously helped
to temper the atmosphere created
by the more hardened convicts.
Prisons are not isolated from
the society in which they func
tion. Consequently, as long as out
side social and political groups
antagonize each other, we must
expect a certain degree of this
to be reflected behind the pri
son walls.
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Multi-media enlarges
a student's outreach
by Lh Scheumann
ECHO staff writer
"Media Retreat Productions,"
a new ministry from the Christian
Education department, will hold
its first camping retreat at Eckwood Forest near Syracuse, Ind.
Oct. S.
Bruce McCracken UN-74 and
John Tyson PSY-74 are also pro
gram directors. Miss Ruth Ann
Breuninger, assistant professsor
of religion, and Rev. William Hill,
minister to students, are the ad
visors.
"The purpose of our ministry
is to reach high school kids with
the Gospel of Jesus Christ," stat
ed program director Mike Reilly
PSY-73.
The ministry involves a new
form of communication called
multi-media. This is a story pre
sented by the combination of
light and sound media. Six ca
rousel projectors and three
screens are used as visual aids. A
musical score and script are then
syncronized with pictures that are
flashed on the screens.
A retreat will consist of 10
unique individuals. Each will have
a different major, life style and
attitude, but all must have a per
sonal relationship with Jesus
Christ.
The retreat consists of college
students going to a church and
operating the entire program at
the location of that church's
choice. The multi-media presen
tation will be the spiritual aspect

of the retreat.
As a staunch Taylor grad of an
"With each adding his own spe
eon ago
cial ability," continued Reilly, I like to reflect on the old status
"we will have a unique, dynam
quo
ic program."
When "keep off the grass" meant
just what it said
Reilly was optimistic in refer
Not mind-boggling stuff that re
ence to the future. "We hope to
models your head
expand to three teams and travel
And to walk on the walks seemed
throughout the Midwest."
quite simple enough '
"This will demand no more It was germaine to decorum and
than two weekends per month
upkeep and such
from the team members," Reilly (We just didn't think it was ask
stated. He added that it will pro
ing too much.)
vide valuable experience in the But we did try to innovate—that
area of Christian education.
was our meat
The team will present a chapel We tried to arrange Upland's
program on Dec. 1.
first one-way street

Weekend tripping

Students travel by bus
ing all night in the bus and tour
ing all day. Today they were in
New Orleans, La., after having
A group of 18 Christian educa visited the Smoky Mountains yes
tion majors and three advisors terday. Tomorrow they will be
left Wednesday night, Sept. 22, along the Gulf coast and expect
on Possum I, the Wandering to move to Atlanta, Ga. on Sun
Wheels bus, for a weekend trip. day, Sept. 26. They hope to be
Equipped with hiking clothes, back on campus by 6 a.m. Mon
a "possum shirt," and a minimum day, Sept. 27, so they can attend
of supplies, these students are on classes.
an experimental excursion com
Food supplies were given by the
bining some Wandering Wheels cafeteria services, but they are
facilities with Christian education fixing the food themselves on an
ideas.
oil burner. The menu includes
They are traveling and sleep everything from peanut butter
by Kathi Kiel
ECHO associate editor

Student draft
College students who were en
rolled full-time in the 1970-71
academic year will be eligible for
student deferments in the 197172 school year if they continue to
make satisfactory progress in
their programs of study, accord
ing to Selective Service officials.
However, young men who en
tered school for the first time this
summer and those who enroll as
freshmen this fall will not qualify
for student deferments if the
pending changes to the Selective
Service Act are passed by Con
gress.
Dr. Curtis W. Tarr, Selective
Service Director, said: "Few in
coming freshmen students are

deferment ended

likely to be inducted in the near
future because of the student
deferment phaseout.
Dr. Tarr said that college stu
dents will not be drafted in the
middle of a semester or term. "If
called while enrolled, they wil be
allowed to postpone their induc
tion until the end of the semester
or term. If in their last academic
year, they will be able to post
pone their induction until after
graduation."

"If the pending Selective Ser
vice legislation does not pass,"
Tarr said, "it would not be in a
registrant's best interest to obtain
a student deferment which would
extend his liability until age 35."

sandwiches to chili and crackers.
The ten girls and eight boys on
the trip are planning informal
services in parks. They have
pamphlets to pass out, explaining
who they are and what they are
doing. There is a time each mor
ning for devotions and the service
Sunday morning will close with
communion. One of the main
purposes of the trip is to witness
for Christ and to help each other
in their individual Christian lives.
According to Marsha Fields
REL-73, they also hope this bus
ride will help develop leader
ship and help them, as Christian
education majors, to plan trips
like this for youth groups.

Cross Over The Bridge To

Dear Editor:
As a member of the Freshman
class I was appalled last week to
see the class prayer meeting
literally dissolved because the
members present felt that the
material matter of initiation was
more important.
Oh, granted we did sing some
songs for an opening including
the famous spiritualistic "spit
version" of "Deep and Wide."
Furthermore, we were even more
fortunate to receive an "in depth
Bible study" on having the right
attitude. Then came
prayer?
"Bicker . . . bicker . . bicker
. . . bicker . . . bicker .
"The Freshman queen candi
dates are
"
"Let's close in a word of
prayer."
"A what? What kind of a word?
Ah, at last it's come. The time I
knew would come at last has come
at last The Prayer. There, we
finally said it (sigh). Our purpose
of meeting has been completed.
All items were covered including
"prayer meeting!"
In closing, I have a special
word to my loudmouthed fellow
freshman who remarked that the
few girls wearing signs were just
"easy dates." If you, sir, should
be interested in knowing my age,
proposed major or hometown,
just look me up. I'll be wearing
my sign!
Martha J. Bowell SS-75

THIS WEEKEND ONLY

Prescription Service
Drugs—Sick Room Supplies
Cosmetics - Sundries
School Supplies

$1.39
SEPTEMBER 24, 25 & 26

Cor. Main & Berry - Upland

was $1791

PRAYER?

SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
REG. $1.79

UPLAND
DRUGS
•
•
•
•

And I don't want to sound like
an old fuddy duddy
But if you travel by foot and
move over a bit
With all of us drivers, you'll make
a big hit.
Will Cleveland PSY-49
University Editor

PONDEROSA
STEAK HOUSE

998-2151

$1499

*

includes baked potato, salad, and hot roll.

W&f

TWIN CITY
Chevrolet-Fiat
Gas City

deferments even though the cur
rent law authorizes granting de
ferments to students in full-time
programs of study.

Dr. Tarr advised incoming
freshmen and students who
started their program of study in
the summer of 1971 or later not
to file applications for student

Test price the
Fiat 850 Sedan

FOR ONE
WEEK
ONLY

ODE TO A ROAD

And then the town's progress
would be more complete.
But our fine effort failed because,
I must say,
We couldn't find a street to go
the other way.
But historic Second Street which
was bumpy and poor,
With new primeval ooze
Is now smooth as velour.
Yes, now it's one-way—(this is
my view)—
And that is by foot, though the
surface is new.
For to drive it by car past
pedestrians—no way!
About all you can pass now is the
slow time of day.
So what do we do?
The walk is too small, and the
shoulders are muddy

Phone 674-2241

"Paul A. Jorg and
Harry J. Glass
Registered Pharmacists."

1515 BRAEWICK DRIVE • MARION • INDIANA • 664-6607
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Youth participate
in 'Jesus March'

the march and Jesus People from
Anderson distributed pamphlets.

by Alda Knight
ECHO executive editor

An estimated 1200 high school
and college students participated
in the interdenominational, interfaith march Saturday, Sept. 18.
The one hour and fifteen
minute march in Marion was
planned as a demonstration of
Christian unity and belief in
"Jesus' Way." It was also an op
portunity for young people to
witness for Christ and an intro
duction to the Leighton Ford
Crusade that began Sept. 17.

The marchers kept a brisk pace
and sang and cheered along the
way. They formed symbols with

their hands which silently told
the viewers "One way to Peace
through the power of the cross."
Carol Neuroth UNY5 commented,
"There was good response on the
part of the marchers. They were
singing songs and getting in
volved."
"It was like Palm Sunday!" said
Anna Mae Smith SOC-74. "There
was a lot of enthusiasm."
Karen Vahenger CH-74 ex
Groups of 75 marched in rows
and columns. Traffic continued on plained, "It was hard to get used
the other lane of State Road 9 and to the cheers — like football
marchers passed out one-way but cheers — for Christ. For a lot
tons: "One Way—Jesus' Way." of kids, it was good. But it
Church groups had prepared isn't the best way to express my Taylor students pictured above were among an
signs that were carried during Christianity."
estimated 1200 young people who walked in a
Youth March last Saturday, Sept. 18. Participants

carried signs, chanted slogans, and passed out
some "one-way" buttons. ECHO photo by Bruce
Byrd.

G e t rolling
South Hall

Pat Holsworth PE-72

July 1, 1972

Dennis Wood

by Teresa Jackson
ECHO feature writer

Architects to begin
series of lectures
by Wes Steury
ECHO staff writer

The College of Architecture and
Planning at Ball State University
is conducting its sixth annual
lecture series during the fall
quarter. The series will feature
prominent American and Euro
pean architects and photograph
ers.
Peter Lizon, a Czechoslovakia!!
architect and editor of Architeea Urbanismus, will speak on Mon

Wheels undergo change

Jordan Gruzen, chief executive
officer and partner in charge of
design for Gruzen and Partners,

New York City, will speak on
Oct. 11 on "High Density Urban
Development in Air and Water
Rights."
The Oct. 18 lecture will fea
ture Dr. Barclay Jones, chairman
of the Department of Policy
Planning and Regional Analysis
at Cornell University.
Philadelphia architect Walter
Sachs will be the featured speak
er Oct. 25.

day, Sept. 27 at 8 p.m.
"Principles and Directions in
Architecture: Past and Present"
"The Work of Hector Guimar"
is the title of the lecture to be de
livered on Oct. 4 by Gunnar Bir- will be the topic of the lecture
kerts, a professor at the Uni given on Nov. 1 by Stan Ries, a
New York City photographer.
versity of Michigan.
The final lecturer of the series
will be Gary Robinette, associate
executive director for the Ameri
can Society of Landscape Archi
HUGHES
tects. He will speak Nov. 8 on
"The Landscape as a Passing
CLEANERS
Phenomenon."

Wandering Wheels is experi
encing a change in staff. Mike
Sonnenberg BIO-68, Woody Grubb
PSY-69 and Charlie Peddie the
first full-time staff men, have
already left, while Steve Manganello BE-71 will soon be leav
ing.
Sonnenberg

and

Grubb

LAUNDRY

STUDENT LOANS
AND GRANTS
Each student receiving a Na
tional Defense Student Loan
and/or an Educational Op
portunity Grant must sign a
promissory note for the NDSL
and a receipt form for the
EOG as required by Federal
regulations.
Students must sign the ap
propriate form(s) on Wednes
day, Sept. 29, in the Office Of
Financial Aid. The office will

and delivery
a t Bookstore

HARTFORD CITY
348-3110

like to start a Christ-oriented
bike shop-organization in Cali
fornia with his father. ID might

be open 8 a.m.-12 p.m. and
from 1-5 p.m.
It is important that each
student sign for his award on
this date. Failure to appear
may result in the lois of your
award(s).
NO PARKING
The north gym lot has been
reserved for a game area. Stu
dents are NOT allowed to
park in this area Section 3,
Student Parking, should be de
leted from the Motor Vehicle
Regulations handbook.

ly he is in Aurora, 111. working
with Bob Shaffer SP-69, who is
attending seminary. Prillwitz left
with 30 bikes, a truck and trailer,
and is coordinating there with a
Presbyterian Church which serves
as an office.
This is a type of WW Mission
Post, with the guys conducting a
series of eight week-end trips.
Shaffer is working with Wheels
during this eight week period.
The new WW staff members
are: Dick Becker REL-73, Tony
Proto PE-73, and Scott (Froggie)
Hughes SS-73. Ross Chenot SOC71, is now working full-time with
Wheels.
i

FOR THE BEST
PIZZA, STROMBOLI, & SUBS

B
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Daily pick-up

Grubb is now working with
Schwinn. He thinks that he would

be a program similar to Wander
ing Wheels.
Manganello, who has been with
Wheels since January 1971, has
received a summons from Uncle
Sam. He will be leaving in two
or three weeks.
Peddie wants to travel around,
maybe hitch-hike to Denver, per
haps to live in the mountains.
Peddie likes nature because it
brings God close. He wants to
think for himself and work out
his own relationship to Christ.
Wandering Wheels has meant a
lot to him, for he's seen God work
and change lives. He also might
get involved with a Young Life
Ranch.
Of the "old crew," only Joe
Prillwitz HIS-70 remains. Present

•g

SHIRT

had

been with Wheels about a year.
They came in on a trial basis.
Neither one had decided what
he wanted for a life-time posi
tion—which Wheels is not. The

decision to leave was their own,
as they were both welcome to
stay. As Director of Wandering
Wheels Coach Bob Davenport
says, they just "went on to green
er pastures."
Sonnenberg will be getting
married this November. He may
finish his master's degree in bi
ology and is considering entering
the seminary.

PIZZA DORM
FREE DELIVERIES - TUES. - SUNDAY

127 E. RAILROAD
CLOSED MONDAYS

317-664-0501

MOTEL

"THE DORM FOR PARENTS WHEN
THEY COME TO T.U."

998-2112

• ELECTRIC RADIANT MEAT • COLOR TV - CABLE

HIGHWAY 37 NORTH

MARION
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Harriers lose to
Lafayette runners
by John Nevius
ECHO sports writer
The Trojan cross-country team
captured second place, behind
Purdue University, in the Eighth
Annual Taylor University Cross
country Conditioner, held Sat
urday Sept. 18th.
Purdue ran off with first place,
by placing three pairs of runners
in the top five positions. The
Trojans captured second place
with 10 pairs in the top 23 spots.
The Trojan super-pair, Brad
Ludwick REL-72 and Taylor
Oliver BIO-74 captured top in
dividual honors with a combined
time of 29:14, an excellent time
on such a rough course. Purdue
took the next three positions by
placing Stewart and Hakler in the
2nd spot with a time 29:40; Swank
and Priebe in the 3rd spot with
30:03, and Koho and Gawlik at
4th with 30:18. Jensus and And
erson, from Hillsdale College,
grabbed the 5th place with a
combined time of 30:39.
Taylors' George McFarland SS72 and Allen Feeley BIO-74 grab-

bed the sixth place with a com
bined time of 30:52. Brad Shrock
PE-74 and Dave Whybrew REL73, also of Taylor, took seventh
place with a combined time of
31:07. Trojans Jim Clark BIO-73
and Denny Downs PS-74 grabbed
12th place for Taylor with a
combined time of 33:02. Next
across the line for Taylor were
Jim Slocum MA-75 and brother
John Slocum MA-73 at 13th in
33:16.
The Trojans captured the sec
ond place trophy with a combined
time of 91:13, behind Purdue's
first place time of 90:01. Hills
•pyilplffl
*
dale College took third place with
Br*nm
iitfi 11 -#<•***'
a combined time of 95:25, Marion
College took fourth with a total
time of 100:53, and Anderson
Taylor Oliver BIO-74 passes the baton to Brad
ditioner. These two athletes got top individual
took fifth place
Ludwick REL-72 in the Taylor Cross Country Conhonors. ECHO photo by Mel Christiansen.
The Taylor cross-country team
opens its regular season this
Saturday, Sept. 25th, at Central
Michigan University. The Tro
jans will be competing in a
quadrangular meet with Ball State
University, Central Michigan Uni
versity, and Ohio State University.
by Dennis Young
Stuckler added the extra point Beaver's Clark. Bluffton's other
ECHO sports writer
back Bob Mcintosh broke for a
and Bluffton was on the way.
The Beavers made it 13-0 just 27-yard gain and then a 10-yard
Bluffton College entertained
24 seconds before intermission scoring jaunt in the fourth
the Taylor Trojans last Saturday
when Tim Clark crashed over quarter to wrap up the scoring.
night Sept. 17 in the first HoosierThe statistics showed Bluffton
Buckeye Conference game. The from the 1 yardline. The extra
point attempt failed.
with just a 12-11 first down ad
Beavers whipped the Trojans 23The Trojans came out in the vantage; however several Trojan
7.
second half, taking the kick-off firsts came, thanks to Bluffton's
The
victory
snapped
a
three
Stanly (H) 6-1, 6-4
and driving down the field for aggressiveness. In all, the Beavers
Tim Marin (T) — Mark Wessling season 20 game losing streak for their only score. Quarterback sustained 13 penalties for 129
Bluffton
and
it
was
their
first
(H) 2-6, 6-1, 8-6
Brad Gerlach PE-73 capped the yards.
Dan Caplan (H) — Ed Mehlberg home triumph since 1967. Bluff charge with a 1 yard sneak and
The Trojans held the edge in
ton used a running attack and
(T) 6-3, 1-6, 7-5
Art Hewitt BIO-73 converted for passing yardage 44-0. Bluffton
Neal Black (T) — Tom Hartman they rushed for 317 yards while a 13-7 count.
was content to keep the ball on
throwing just one pass—in the
(H) 6-1, 6-2
At this point the Trojan de the ground where Clark led all
early
moments
of
play.
Van Gambrell (T) — Jeff Kingfense contained the troublesome rushers with 151 yards.
In those early minutes neither
don (H) 6-3, 61
Beaver attack and got the ball
The Bluffton fans have waited
team
seemed
to
want
the
pigskin.
Doubles
back with excellent field position. a long time for a victory and, at
No. 1 Clarkson-Black (T) — Ford- The Trojans fumbled twice as did But their comeback plans failed the gun, the scene on the field
Bluffton and Taylor's Chip WehlBailey (H) 6-3, 6-2
when Bluffton recovered the resembled that of a champion
ing
REL-73 intercepted the only
No. 2 Server-Mann (T) — Stanlythird Taylor fumble and moved ship game victory. For the Tro
enfemy
aerial.
Bluffton
was
first
Wessling (H) 4-6, 6-1, 6-4
to a third quarter field goal jans, who hit the road again to
No. 3 Relsing-Spencer (T) — Cap- to take advantage of a mistake which finished the visitors.
morrow to tangle with Indiana
when they recovered a Trojan
lan-Kingdon (H) 7-5, 6-0
The field goal march was high Central, all that was left was a
fumble with just over two
The Taylor tennis squad travels minutes left in the first quarter. lighted by a 68-yard gallop by the long ride home.

Pigskin tragedy

Victory eludes Gridmen

Trojan Netters win
third straight victory
by John Clarkson
ECHO sports writer
Taylor's netmen posted their
third victory in as many starts by
whipping Hanover College 8-1
last Saturday in the first meet
played on the newly resurfaced
courts.
It could be very safely stated
that the meet was much closer
than was indicated by the score,
as two of the singles matches and
two of three doubles contests
went to three sets.
The netters got off to a good
start, winning 5 of 6 singles
points, and escaping from 2
three-set doubles matches to win
all 3 contests.
Shel Bassett, coach of the ten
nis team, had these comments on
the victory: "We really needed
this meet, for this was the first
respectably strong team we have
faced."
"Neal Black EE-75 and Van
Gambrell UN-75 were the only
two singles players who weren't
well tested, and all 3 doubles
teams had to play well to win."
Bassett continued, "Our concen
tration was good in most cases,
and it's quite possible we will
bring Black up the ladder."
Taylor-Hanover Summary
No. 1 John Clarkson (T) — Tom
Ford (H) 6-2, 7-5
No. 2 Mike Server (T) — John

MAYOR'S

MANOR
J"*

to Indiana Central tomorrow to
With 1:45 left in the period
face a strong Greyhound team at Beaver halfback Tucker Lott
10 a.m.
scored on a 10-yard run; Rick

FIELD HOCKEY SCHEDULE
Sept.
25. Anderson (T) 10 a m.
Oct.
2 Purdue (T) 10:30 a.m.
14 Ball State (H) 3:30 p.m.
16 Goshen (H) 10 a.m.

23 Indiana Centeral (H) 10:30
a.m.
28 Marion (T) 4 p.m
Nov.
6 Miami Valley Tournament,
(Earlham) 9:30 a.m.
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